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Summary



Since 1981 Ravifruit has built its reputation upon its demand for excellence, 
adhering to essential values to offer the best quality fruit.

 Respecting nature

 Preserving authentic flavours

 High levels of service and quality

Our activities: the development of top-of-the-range products based on high-
quality natural ingredients for premium and/or specific uses.

Raison d’être



Key figures

140 employees

12,900 tonnes 

sales volume 2012

40 million € turnover in 

2012 (41% in exports)

countries and a network 
of distributors across all 

five continents

65



Key dates

1981
Ravifruit company created 

by two fruit growers

1980 1990 2000 2010

Birth



1999
Ravifruit products in the limelight 

Ravifruit : main sponsor of the World 
Pastry Cup

1980 1990 2000 2010

1993
Ravifruit involvement in the 

organisation  and support of the 
World Pastry Cup

Key dates

Recognition



Markets and Technologies

TECHNOLOGIES

Products

Puree % total volume

69%      Purees
Smoothies
Coulis

IQF Fruit 21%     IQF fruit

Preparation of fruit
12%    Preparation

Sauces

Foodservice

71%

Bakeries
Restaurant
Ice cream

Bar
Catering
MSG lab
Fast food

Coffee Chains

Industry

29%

Ice cream
Pastries
Drinks

Key success factors

Premium product
Brand image

Quality
Natural Product
Origin/ Variety

Traceabillity
Innovation

Tailor-made solution
Marketing Support
Technical support
Global approach



Harvest

Serve

Assemble

Visit Ravifruit's world of excellence, 

where Nature is the point of focus.

ProcessCultivate



Cultivate
« Every fruit has its own type of soil »

The combination of the best soil, variety and climate is what lies behind the taste 
sensations of our products.

Our company is socially responsible and we cultivate our soil on an 
environmentally -friendly basis.  

 Guaranteed respect for nature and fruit

 A wish to safeguard and to hand down

Our products reflect the alchemy developed over the years between the 
experience of generations of growers and our technical expertise.

 A long-term partnership, shared knowledge, stringency and experience in fruit

Our suppliers

- Direct growers
- Growers via cooperatives
- Growers via collectors
- Pre -processors



Harvest
« Fruit bursting with sunshine »

Harvesting is a crucial stage at Ravifruit.

We let nature do its work and only harvest when fruit 
is fully ripe to ensure the organoleptic qualities of 
each piece of fruit:

- Colour

- Taste

- Texture



Assemble
« In search of the perfect union »

Ravifruit seeks flavours from around the world and 
selects the best fruit to carry you away at every 
mouthful.

Ravifruit composes and assembles flavours and 
colours. 

We develop our best products alongside experts, 
chefs, pastry chefs, mixologists we act as
sourcer/assembler and creator of tastes



Process
Preserving the essential ingredient: the flavour of the fruit'

Ravifruit has developed a unique process in the complex domain of cold storage

We consider the natural characteristics of each type of fruit to ensure it 
retains all its natural qualities (flavour, texture and colour).

Products are quality controlled at each stage of production

 HACCP process

Innvovative processing methods

Certification: 

BRC

Fair trade

Halal, Kosher

ISO 14001:

- Reduced water and energy consumption
- Reduction and recovery of waste
- Reduced risk of accidental pollution



Serve
'Our knowledge at the service of your talent '

Ravifruit makes continuous innovations in response to the 
creativity of professionals.

Our experts are available to offer you suggestions and help.

Ravifruit also presents a clear commitment to

 Key professional events

 such as the World Pastry Cup, Asian Pastry Cup, European 
Pastry Cup and the Charles Proust competition

 The great names in gastronomy, professional organisations 
and training centres.



Our products for foodservice

Frozen Block Frozen Grains Ambiant puree

Frozen fruit compotées IQF frozen 
fruit

 Fruit/ vegetable puree

 Coulis  Compotées  IQF fruit 

Frozen fruit 
coulis



What products for 

which applications?

Frozen 1Kg

Fruit and

Vegetable

Puree 5Kg

(Block)

 +++  +++  ++

 ++  +++  +++  +

 +++  +++  ++

 ++  +

 +++

 'Extra' Fruit Coulis

IQF

Fruit

 +++

 +++

 +++

 ++

 +

Frozen Fruit Puree

Frozen Fruit

Compotées

Frozen Fruit

Grains (1Kg)

Fresh Puree

(pasteurized)

 (450g)

 +++  +++  +

In Squeeze Bottle

 +++  +++  +++  +

 +++  +++

Ice-Cream Chocolate

 +++  ++  +++  +++  +

Bakery / Pastry

Maker Maker

Products Bar Cuisine



 Fruit purees

Entirely natural recipes (without added flavourings, colourings or preservatives). 
Rigorously selected fruit and vegetables, ripened naturally.
Exceptional organoleptic and nutritional qualities.
A wide range of colours and flavours.

A wide range of uses:

Frozen fruit purees :             
naturality for taste

More than 50 references : 90% 
of fruit and 10% of sugar or 
100% of fruit.

Fruit purees to store at room 
temperature : authentic 
flavours, always ready to use

16 single flavours (90% of fruit, 
10% of sugar)

4 mixed fruit purees : Pabana, Pina 
Colada, Mojito et Red Berries

Packaging : 

1kg Box 

Packaging : 
- 1kg tub

- 5kg & 20kg bucket
- 450g squeeze bottle



Ravifruit frozen fruit undergoes rigorous 
selection to eliminate any overripe, 
underripe or damaged fruit.

Products for the catering industry: fruits 
for decoration, granulated peel, coated 
half - strawberries, fruit medley, fruit 
pieces, etc.

 IQF frozen fruit

 Coulis

Traditional or more modern flavours to add a sublime 
element to your creations

Packaging:
500g squeeze-bottle

Packaging:
- Sachets

- Trays
- From 0.5kg to 10kg



Compotées combine quality and practicality.
Original, ready-to-use combinations with a high 
proportion of fruit pieces.

Packaging:
2.5kg pack

 Compotées

 Preparations/sauces for industrial use
Packaging:

- 20kg bucket
- 800kg container

- With fruit pieces 

- Without fruit pieces

Preparation of fruitSauces

neutral 
acidity

Applications: icing, marbling, topping, as an ingredient



Website Ravifruit

Facebook page

http://www.ravifruit.com/
http://www.facebook.com/ravifruit


Map of distributors



Ravifruit : prestigious customers in 
France and abroad

 Individual consumption acts of Ravifruit’s products per year : 430 million

Palais de l’Elysée 

Palais Princier

Palais Royal  

http://www.loperaindia.com/index.htm
http://www.loperaindia.com/index.htm


Ravifruit : customers references 
in France and abroad


